Web-based application integrates, organizes and provides dashboards of disparate data sources

QinetiQ North America’s program information management solutions are designed specifically for project offices and mission support organizations. Through the delivery of our leading-edge software solutions via our Program Control System II (PCS II) product, we improve clients’ program operations, asset management functions and provide real-time visibility of critical enterprise information—significantly reducing decision time and improving program performance.

PCS II is our full-spectrum knowledge and information management tool offering low development and maintenance costs. Fully-configurable, PCS II is designed to match our customers’ business processes and needs, with tools tailored to the unique requirements of each organization. Our tools help automate data collection, data verification, information analysis and report building—saving program costs by eliminating man-hours previously spent on these tasks.

Key-benefits of PCS II
• Role-based configuration
• Secure and government approved
• Low development and maintenance costs
• Custom implementation in weeks (versus months)
• Works independently of digital data source technologies
A suite of tools to make better informed decisions

PCS II enables users to see the program-approved information through a central, web-based interface. Users get the information they need—organized and formatted as they request it. Each implementation is optimized to the specific needs of a program. A common interface and standard of reporting is available for use by managers and analysts at all levels of an organization, or multiple organizations, including relevant contractors if desired. Additionally, PCS II can perform a proactive role in dynamic organizations, allowing for “management by exception,” where managers intervene only when objectives fail to meet performance standards.

The data you need and want—right at your fingertips

Data capture frequency is tailored to each data source, with detailed data-freshness information which is maintained and available with a click of a button. The system can be scheduled to automatically pull data or have information pushed to it from various publishing sources or systems. Manual entry pages are provided where desired or required.

PCS II ensures information entering the system is published from a known and trusted source. Data or summaries can be published from one management level, or agency, to another automatically; or via manual intervention and digital signatures ensuring management concurrence with the information being published. Extensive exception reports are used to summarize data that has triggered a customer defined metric. Additionally, drill downs to the published-data creating the exception are provided within the PCS II system.

PCS II is read-only, so there is no risk of data corruption by the viewer in dynamic organizations. Viewing PCS II data requires only an internet browser and Acrobat Reader software.
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